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Alex Wong, Michael Braunlin and I worked with Plant Solutions to come up with more 
sustainable options for their MossWallArt. 
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Original Product - Description and Overview

MossWallArt is a product designed and created by Plant Solutions 
in order to bring natural elements of the outdoors to interior 
spaces, helping to fulfill the biophilic needs of the user and 
providing visual interest and sound dampening. MossWallArt was 
also designed as a maintenance-free alternative to Plant Solutions’ 
other living plant and wall installations.

MossWallArt pieces are individually crafted, using 100% real 
preserved mosses and lichens in their designs, creating rich 
textures and colors which can accommodate a wide range of styles 
and settings.  Both standard and custom size options are available.
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Original Product - System Map

Construction Detail

System map showing connections for components of the product and how they fit in with the user and lifespan of the product.



C2C Certification Checklist Overview

Criteria Current Level Level within Reach Recommendations

1.0 Materials None Met Gold/Platinum
Most of the material requirements were met with uncertainty. We require clarification of material usage and 
disposal. Based on present knowledge, improvements could be made by replacing the foam backing with 
natural material, possibly fabric or cork. 

2.0 Material Reutilization / 
Design for Environment None Met Bronze/Silver

No parts of the product are currently being designed with intent to reuse or recycle. We think that the wood 
frame and screws could be reutilized, and potentially the moss, but the rest of the materials would need to 
be improved before being able to pass this section.

3.0 Energy None Met Bronze/Silver
We were uncertain about many of the energy requirements, but feel that the product could be made with 
minimal energy use. Because the finished product requires next to no energy in its use, the only areas with 
high impact are in manufacturing and end-of-life. 

4.0 Water None Met Bronze/Silver

We don’t know the details of the water use in producing the moss wall, so all of our results are uncertain. 
However, we do know that it doesn’t take much water to produce, and because the moss is preserved, it 
does not need to be watered at all after assembly. Steps could be taken to cut down on water use in material 
production as well as the manufacturing stage.

5.0 Social Responsibility None Met Silver/Gold

The moss wall meets 2 of the 3 Silver requirements: The wood used for the frame is over 25% of the total 
weight and is FSC certified, and Plant Solutions (the company that produces MossWallArt) is a member of 
Local First Arizona, an organization that ensures for every $100 spent at locally-owned businesses, $73 stays 
in the local economy. We are uncertain if the rest of the social responsibility requirements are met. 

The following recommendation is based on the 
criteria of the Cradle to Cradle certification 
requirements and should be used in conjunction with 
recommendations from the LCA reports. 

So far, the MossWallArt is most successful in the Social Responsibility category. Because we were uncertain about many of the scores, it was difficult to have specific recommendations at this 
stage. We know that the finished product uses little to no water or energy, so most the most room for improvement lies in materials, manufacturing, and end-of-life. Acquiring formal 
documentation or certification would help MossWallArt reach the  Basic/Bronze level. Moving forward, we would need to clarify all the areas of uncertainty. 
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Design Brief
Objective: To decrease the material and environmental impact of the Plant Solution’s MossWallArt.

Decisions were made based on our design priorities and measured with metrics within the scope of our study:

Design priorities and metrics:
1. LCA improvement

○ Improvement of at least 20%
2. Reduce carbon footprint

○ 50% lower carbon footprint
3. Less materials overall

○ Combine/eliminate materials wherever possible
○ Cut at least 3 materials

4. Replace high-impact materials
○ Use all natural/biodegradable materials

Design Scope:
We considered areas of:  manufacturing, use, transportation to 
customer, and end-of-life (disposal).

The functional unit used to normalize measurements was usage for one 
year, with a baseline product lifespan of five years. 
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Category Item Material Qty Size (in) Weight (oz) Total weight (oz) Total weight (lbs)
Packaging Box Cardboard 1 36 x 36 x 6.5 72.5 72.5 4.53125

Packaging Padding Cardboard 4 36 x 4.5 2.5 10 0.625

Packaging Bubble Wrap Bubble Wrap (Ldpe) 1 25 x Length as required 13.6 13.6 0.85

Packaging Misc Tape And Labels 1 3 3 0.1875 est.

Frame Sides 13 Layer Plywood 4 24 x 2.875 x 0.75 18.5 74 4.625

Frame Braces 13 Layer Plywood 4 12 x 1.5 x 0.75 4.4 17.6 1.1

Frame Backer Board Low Density Fiber Board 1 22.625 x 22.625 x 0.25 58 58 3.625

Frame Glue Construction Adhesive 1 6 6 0.375 est.

Frame Finishing Nails Steel, Galvanized 64 0.1 6.4 0.4 est.

Contents Backing Foam Styrofoam 1 11.25 x 22.25 x 1 4.5 4.5 0.28125

Contents Floral Wire Coated Steel 145 0.02 2.9 0.18125

Contents Hot Glue 1 12 12 0.75 est.

Contents Lichen, Dark Green 1 8.1 0.50625

Contents Lichen, Light Green 1 8 0.5

Contents Moss, Royal Pool 1 5.1 0.31875

Contents Moss, Mood 1 8.2 0.5125

Contents Screws, #6 x 2" Steel, Black Oxide 160 0.1 16 1

Original Product - Bill of Materials 
(BOM)BOM gathered from initial product teardown.
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Initial results:

The biggest impact is at the 
manufacturing stage, so that will 
be a key area to investigate. 
Reducing or eliminating the 
materials that have the highest 
manufacturing impact would be 
prioritized to maximize our 
results.

Overall, with such a simple 
product, the total impacts seem 
pretty small.

Original Product - Baseline LCA
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Option 2:  Mycelium Molded 
Frame

Description:Instead of a wood frame, 
grow a frame from mycelium to fit the 
specific size of the moss wall. 
Assumptions: By replacing the wood 
frame with a mycelium compound the 
impact of the frame’s creation and 
material sourcing will have a lower 
impact on the overall footprint of the 
material. For our LCA we had to use 
juut fiber in place of mycelium due to 
availability. 

Top Design 
Options

Option 1:  Honeycomb-Inspired Style of 
Attachment

Description: When building a honeycomb, bees 
warm the wax and build circles that stack and fit 
together. Surface tension creates the hexagonal 
shape that has a strong bond at each point. To 
implement: Apply warm sticky wax to surface 
points of each piece of moss, using it to stick to 
the backing of the frame. As the wax cools, 
surface tension will set it into a strong bond that 
will fit the individual plant pieces, grabbing onto 
individual leaves or plant parts.
Assumptions: Remove all metal pieces used to 
attach moss to frame (screws, wire), remove 
foam and glue. In LCA, coconut oil used to stand 
in for beeswax

Option 3:  Build Your Own MossWallArt 
Workshop 

Description: If Plant Solutions were to provide 
this service, the only materials they would 
need to provide the moss and lichens, and 
basic craft supplies. The only other impact 
outside of the plant material would be 
transportation and use of the space.  
Assumptions: Reducing material 
requirements to packaging, moss, and 
fasteners would reduce the material 
requirements by about 78%.



Top Design 
Options
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Option 4: MossWallSpray

Description: This solution would remove 
all frame, adhesive, fastening and backing 
components, reducing the product to a 
spray-on moss seed starter that would 
grow directly on the wall surface. 
Assumptions:
This solution would remove all frame, 
adhesive, fastening and backing 
components, reducing the product to a 
spray-on moss seed starter that would 
grow directly on the wall surface. 

Option 5: Moss Fabric Roll

Description:Moss is sewn onto fabric, 
which is sent to the consumer in a roll. The 
fabric can be hung onto a wall and cut into 
different sized pieces, if desired. 
Assumptions: The frame, foam, screws, 
and wire are no longer needed. The fabric 
would be shipped in a tube and rolled 
around another tube, both made of solid 
unbleached board. Assuming the fabric is 
the same size as the original moss wall 
(2’x2’), the fabric weight would be around 
7 oz (if a medium-weight cotton is used) 
and the packaging materials would weight 
around 10 oz altogether. 

Option 6: Moss attached to molded 
moss wall wood frame

Description:This solution would replace the 
wood frame and all backing material with a 
single piece of engineered molded wood 
(Inca board from Litco). 
Assumptions:Total construction reduced to 
8 lbs of fiberboard material + 4 oz of glue + 
1.75 lbs of moss, for a total reduction of 
While it is not the highest reduction in 
materials, this solution represents the most 
conventional replacement, keeping the 
product as a stand-alone, wall-mounted 
frame to hold the moss. 
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No
.

Solution Idea Type LCA Score
(mPts/Func. Unit)

LCA 
Improvement

(% vs Baseline)

Carbon 
Footprint

(CO2 eq. kg./Func. Unit)

CO2
Reduction

(% vs Baseline)

Ref. Original/Baseline n/a 1.8 n/a 7.3 n/a

1
Only use glue to attach moss to 
frame/backing +
Replace glue with beeswax

Energy 
Reduction + 
Biomimicry

.72 60% 1.7 77%

2 Mycelium frame replacing wood Environmental
Impact 1.1 39% 6.5 11%

3 Build-Your-Own MossWallArt Workshop Service .18 90% .78 89%
4 Moss spray Lightweighting .014 99% .22 97%
5 Fabric roll Lightweighting .13 93% 1.4 81%

6 Attach moss/lichen directly to molded 
wood frame Lightweighting .31 83% 1.3 82%

Solution Idea Summary
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LCA Graphs
LCA Boundary:
The scope of this study will cover manufacturing, use, transportation to customer, and end-of-life.
Looking at material sourcing and transportation to manufacturing is outside of our project scope, but would be needed as part of a larger sustainability study.

Functional Unit:
Use for one year.
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Objective Wt. Baseline Option 1
Replace glue with 

beeswax

Option 2
Mycelium Frame

Option 3
BYO MossWall 

Workshop

Option 4
Moss Spray

Option 5
Fabric Roll

Option 6
Molded Wood Frame

LCA Improvement 7 14 28 21 35 35 35 28

Carbon Footprint Reduction 8 16 32 24 40 40 32 32

Material Reduction 9 18 36 27 36 45 45 27

Replacement of High-
impact Materials 9 18 45 36 27 36 45 27

Weighted Total 66 141 108 138 156 157 114
Improvement vs Baseline n/a 114% 64% 109% 136% 138% 73%

Decision Matrix* and Winning Ideas

*Note:  Weighted scores shown.  Weighted Score = Baseline Score * Weight
Baseline Scores assigned on a 1-5 scale:  1 = bad, 2 = neutral/no improvement, 3 =minimal improvement, 4= moderate improvement, 5 = best improvement
Weight assigned on a 1-10 point scale:  1 = least importance, 10 = highest importance

Options were scored based on weighted scores, comparing to the baseline.  This analysis was based on 4 objectives:
1. LCA Improvement:  At least 20% Improvement - We weighted this moderately high because it gave a comprehensive overview of performance.
2. Carbon Footprint Reduction:  At least 50% reduction - We weighted this slightly higher because its impact is more measurable than LCA points.
3. Material Reduction - Combine/Eliminate at least 3 materials - We weighted this highly because the benefit of reduction impacts many areas.
4. Replace High-Impact Materials - Use all natural/biodegradable materials - We weighted this highly because changing these gave the highest benefit.

Winning Ideas:
● Option 5 eliminates all materials except for moss, thread, and fabric.
● Option 4 only requires seeds and a spray bottle.
● Option 1 uses natural adhesives and eliminates foam, wire and screws.
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Top Three Ideas

Fabric Roll
This is our most promising idea. It eliminates almost all 
materials, leaving only fabric, thread, and moss. This 
makes it more cost-effective to produce and ship. It is easy 
to install, move, and customize the size, making it 
appealing to customers. By eliminating all high-impact 
materials and reducing the overall weight, this design has 
improved the LCA results by 93%, our highest 
improvement overall. 

Beeswax
This idea was also very successful, reducing 
many materials and replacing higher impact 
glue with a natural product.  The beeswax 
would serve as a drop-in replacement, 
requiring only minor process changes, and it 
could also have additional benefits of 
aromatherapy.

Moss Spray
This is our idea with the greatest reduction in material, 
energy, and overall footprint, because it removes all of the 
frame and backing material.  Similar ideas have been 
popularized over social media, such as Pinterest.  However, 
this solution would be trickier to implement, being 
dependent on wall materials and atmospheric conditions, 
and it would take time for the moss to grow into the final 
product.

Mailed to 
customer in 
cardboard tube

Unrolled to reveal 
moss, which can 
be teased back 
into shape with a 
pick

Moss

Backing 
board

Beeswax

Moss 
grows 
on a 
wall 

Moss seeds 
added to hose 
attachment

Mixture of moss seeds, water, and fertilizer 
is sprayed directly onto a wall

Moss grows 
on the wall 

Warm beeswax is 
applied to the 
backing board. Moss 
is placed on top of 
the wax to create a 
secure bond as the 
wax cools and 
hardens. 

Beeswax

Moss

Backing 
board


